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Letter from editor
This issue marks the one year anniversary of Kickabout. 

It’s an amazing feeling and yet it’s one that I never en-

visioned. Not once since we set out on this journey did I 

wonder what it would be like to have a year under our 

belt and now that we’re here I have to admit that it’s 

kind of scary. Despite the tournaments I’ve visited; the 

hands that I’ve had the pleasure to shake; and the fortu-

nate conversations we still have a long way to go.  

And you know what? This is exactly how it should be. If after a year, and three issues, 

we could call ourselves experts then why bother doing this. For me, Kickabout is about 

discovery and I feel privileged to be able to share these adventures with you. This also 

means that we have a responsibility and I look forward to getting to know each and 

every last one of you. Whether on the field or on the sidelines I hope that you too will 

look out for us and share your thoughts. 

 

As far as this issue goes, I love it. It was difficult and at times painful but it’s our best 

ever. Inside you’ll find an exclusive and wonderfully candid interview with Eugene Mel-

nyk over his plans to bring an MLS franchise to Ottawa. You’ll also notice that the 

magazine itself is becoming easier to navigate and that regular features are now starting 

to develop. 

This issue also marks the first time we’ve adhered to a specific theme and considering the 

indoor season we thought it appropriate to pay special attention to training and injury 

management. The articles we’ve selected focus on nutrition, injury prevention, coach-

ing, stretching, as well as the often overlooked mental aspect of the game. There is also 

a wonderful article on sports photography and another that explains the various differ-

ences between soccer balls. On top of all of this you’ll find the usual mix of breathtaking 

photos, player tips and profiles. 

Hey, and don’t forget to enter our contest; we’ll be giving away three adidas Champion’s 

League balls, see below for details.

Cheers,

Ignacio 
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Publisher’sNote

Estadio Azteca
Location: Mexico City

Capacity: 105,000

Built: 1966 

Fun Fact: 5th largest stadium in the world

Did you know: La Azteca is the only stadium ever to host 

two FIFA World Cup fi nals? In 1970 Pelé and Brazil hoisted 

the cup, while in 1986 it was Maradona and Argentina that 

stood triumphant. It is also where Diego Maradona scored 

what experts agree is the greatest goal of all time as well as 

the infamous “Hand of God.” 

Club América
Full Name: Club de Fútbol América S.A. de C.V.

Founded: Oct 12th, 1916

Professional Championships: 10

Team Colours: Yellow and blue

Mascot: The eagle

Fun fact: Called América because was founded 

on Colombus Day. 

Chivas
Full Name: Club Deportivo Guadalajara S.A. de C.V.

Founded: May 8th, 1906

Professional Championships: 11

Team Colours: Red, White and Blue (stands for 

Fraternity, Union and Sports)

Mascot: The goat

Fun Fact: orignally called Chivas (the goats) 

because opponents felt that they played poorly i.e. 

like crazy goats. 
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 Some say football is a religion; this 

is certainly  true of Mexico.  Passion and 

ardour for the sport are seen everywhere in 

the country, but its cathedral is in Mexico 

City, the national shrine known as ‘El Estadio 

Azteca’ (Azteca Stadium).

The Azteca is regarded as a national   

sanctuary, filled with culture and history.  It 

is the only stadium to have hosted two World 

Cup finals; it has seen soccer’s greatest heroes, 

Pelé and Maradona, lift the World Cup Trophy 

in 1970 and 1986 respectively.  The Azteca 

has been host to many memorable events, 

most notably the ‘goal of the century’ as well 

as the polemic ‘hand of God.’  Aside from 

World Cup soccer, however, the Azteca is the 

pride and home of one of Mexico’s biggest 

clubs: Club América

As one of the two most popular clubs in 

Mexican football Club América is rivalled 

by the nation’s other giant, Chivas de 

Guadalajara.  It is safe to say that the country 

is split between ‘americanista’ or ‘azulcrema’ 

(referring to the yellow and blue colours of 

Club América) and a ‘chiva’ (goat) of ‘el rebaño 

sagrado’ (the sacred herd).  This supercharged 

duel, a tradition recognized by fans around 

the world, puts pride, loyalty, and honour on 

the line.  The whole country is at a stand-still; 

streets are desolate, while cafés, restaurants, 

and bars are packed with the teams’ respective 

colours and filled with their cheer.  With over 

200 matches played between these two rivals 

the players know that these games are about 

more than a mere three points; they are about 

glory and their place in the pantheon of a 

nation crazed by soccer.  

 The Azteca earns its nickname ‘El Coloso 

de Santa Ursula’ (the colossus of Santa Ursula) 

due to its location and its sheer size.  This 

living giant can hold over 120,000 fans, often 

over-selling for fixtures of such importance as 

El Superclásico.  Now imagine walking into 

this intimidating shrine wearing the red and 

white stripes of the Rebaño Sagrado.  All your 

senses come to understand a new perception 

on life.  

Your heart races at the sight of over 100,000 

screaming mad supporters of ‘las aguilas,’ 

(the eagles, corresponding to Club América’s 

mascot) encompassing a full 360 degrees 

around you.  Yellow and blue flags wave all 

around the stadium.  Banners in these same 

colours hang all around the terraces with 

slogans denoting their loyalty.  All around, 

confetti and ribbons shower the air.  Roman 

candles and smoke flares of yellow and blue 

remind you whose house you’ve entered, but 

you have an answer to every intimidating 

assertion.  In your tiny section within the 

‘gallinera’ (chicken coop), you cram in nearly 

twenty thousand die-hard, loyal Chivas fans.  

To get a sense of the immensity of this match 

and stadium, this is roughly the Scotiabank 

Place crammed into one section, and you are 

still heavily outnumbered.

Everyone is on their feet, either wearing the 

Chivas jersey or shirtless with paint proudly 

displaying their colours.  Flags and banners 

wave back to the azulcrema multitude, never 

backing down.  The sound of the trumpets is 

synchronized, so that at any given second there 

are several going off, yielding an everlasting 

buzz around the stadium.  Drums resonate 

deep within you and stimulate chants and 

gestures to support el Rebaño Sagrado and 

fend off the home crowd’s chants.  This is the 

atmosphere well before the game even begins; 

by the time Club América play their team 

anthem, you and the rest of the Chivas section 

join together to corrupt their chant and make 

your presence deeply felt.  Throughout the 

game, you never contemplate sitting down 

and you never stop cheering. 

The game itself takes the passion from the 

terraces and around the nation and invests it 

into the players on the pitch.  It is an electric 

match, action swaying from end to end.  

Clever plays and close attempts at goals elicit 

savage roars from both sides.  It is not until 

América scores that you hear the deafening 

roar of a 100,000 fans euphorically screaming 

and blasting their trumpets and horns, beating 

their drums and stomping the cement floors.  

The whole structure shakes and resonates 

through your skin, stirring an unwanted echo 

within you, raising a million goose bumps in 

awe of passion in its purest form.  After the 

cloud of yellow and blue confetti, ribbons, 

and smoke settles, the game resumes and the 

Chivas section is now louder than ever.  

Today is a good day, because soon enough 

Chivas answers back and the real frenzy takes 

place.  A giant rush of adrenaline takes over, 

jumping into the arms of complete strangers 

and chanting, “GOOOAAL!” together as you 

make your own storm of white and red rain 

down upon the Azteca.  A state of elation 

and euphoria unites the whole section into 

one voice, challenging the yellow and blue’s 

100,000-plus.  Several taunts and cheers are 

directed towards you, but the best answer 

to these comes after Chivas’ second goal, 

when madness takes over the red and white 

section, deafening and silencing the chirping 

‘americanistas.’  This victory and celebration 

is etched permanently in the books and in 

your memory, and reigns supreme until the 

next ‘Superclásico.’

The Superclásico Mexicano
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On September 21st, only five days after announcing his intentions to bid on 

an MLS franchise for Ottawa, Kickabout went one v. one, in an exclusive 

interview, with Eugene Melnyk.  As we prepared to begin we were 

pleasantly surprised to discover that Mr. Melnyk was watching Chelsea take 

on Man U. Instantly, the mood was set; however,  you’ll have to read on to 

discover who he was cheering for.

What convinced you to bring an MLS team 

to Ottawa?

For me it was really a no-brainer; everybody 

has been watching the success of soccer 

around the world.  With over 200 countries 

vying for the World Cup, soccer has become 

unstoppable.  It was only a matter of time 

before it caught on in North America.  I 

made up my mind fairly quickly once I saw 

the success of Toronto F.C. and learned of 

the support that already exists throughout 

Ottawa-Gatineau region. 

After you have submitted your bid on Oct 

15, what does the remaining approval process 

look like? 

It’s going to take some time, but a decision 

will be made early in the New Year.  

What other activities will you continue 

to do to inspire ongoing support from the 

grassroots community of soccer clubs and 

athletes?

Well, we first need to identify the needs.  

There is no question that where you succeed 

in the MLS is through player development.  

This is one area where we would start 

immediately.  

Are you talking about building an academy?

Yes, absolutely.

Will you be recruiting locally?

Of course!  We will scout players from 

everywhere, but mainly focus on developing 

talent within the Ottawa-Gatineau region. 

What about City supports, infrastructure 

and so forth? 

The one thing we need to do is reach out to 

people that are in the know.  We need to ask 

what is needed.  Is it more coaches, facilities, 

equipment?  We started the dialogue on a 

very high level.  Now we have to get down to 

EUGENE  MELNYK
Interview

There is no 

question that 

where you 

succeed in 

the MLS is 

through player 

development.  

This is 

one area 

where we 

would start 

immediately.  

“

”

the grassroots 

to find out 

what the 

minor soccer 

c o m m u n i t y 

needs so that we 

can capitalize 

on the talent 

that’s there.  

That’s going to 

involve hiring 

people – scouts 

and a coaching 

staff.  This is 

what will help 

us build. 

Does this mean that you already have a coach 

in mind? 

No!  We are not even there yet.  It’s a little 

too early for that.  First of all, we need to 

get the franchise (laughter).  And then, once 

we have that, a lot of things will move very 

quickly. 

What will having an MLS team mean for the 

development of local, grassroots soccer in the 

Ottawa area?

I think it’s going to be huge.  Young players 

will look up and aspire to playing on MLS 

teams, specifically Ottawa.  I don’t know 

how many of them have actually gone to a 

professional match; right now they are just 

enjoying the game.  Wait until they see the 

crowd and what it’s like to be adored by 

20,000 or 30,000 fans.  And I don’t see a 

problem filling these seats. 

I feel it’s important that I stress a specific 

point about our bid: land.  One of the key 

things that we will do is build five pitches  

around the stadium itself. During the winter, 

we will cover at least two of these fields to 

allow year-round play.  
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One-V-One

Shauna Ironside, BSc, CAT(C), 

is a Certified Athletic Therapist 

at Ottawa Osteopathy & Sports 

Therapy. For further ideas on 

preventing injuries or for team 

informational seminars, please 

contact Shauna at shauna@

ottawaosteopath.com.

In/Out (hip rotators, groin)

Lift one knee up towards your chest; rotate the hip outwards, directing the knee to the outside.  Lower the 

leg down to the ground, shift your weight onto it, and repeat the same movement on the other side.  Travel 

backward, alternating sides. 

Toy Soldiers (hamstrings)

Swing one leg straight out in front, knee straight, while the opposite hand reaches towards the outside of 

the foot.  Keep the stance leg straight and back fl at.  Lower the leg and arm back down while stepping 

forward and swinging the other leg up.  Travel forward, alternating sides.

Inch Worms (hamstrings, back)

Start in a downward-facing position, with both hands/feet on the ground.  

Push the hips up towards the sky.  Walk your feet to meet your hands, 

keeping the knees straight.  Then walk your hands away from your feet until 

you reach a plank/push-up position.  Gently arch the lower back.  Push back 

up to resume downward-facing position.
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Preventing Soccer Injuries
Part II: Dynamic Stretching -Shauna Ironside

In the last issue of Kick-About, 

we discussed the importance of static 

stretching.  This time, we’ll introduce 

you to dynamic stretching. 

Dynamic stretching involves actively 

moving the arms, legs, or torso through 

a specific movement pattern.  The ac-

tive, repetitive motion increases circula-

tion and prepares the neurological com-

ponents of the body for the demands of 

play. 

A static stretch is best used after prac-

tices or games, and throughout your day 

for maintenance or development of flex-

ibility.  Dynamic stretching is best done 

before any activity to prevent injuries 

like strains and sprains.  It should be a 

significant part of your pre-practice and 

pre-game routines. 

A proper warm-up should consist of 

three sections: a general warm-up, dy-

namic stretching, and drill/skill sets.  

After completing the warm-up, you 

should feel physically and mentally pre-

pared to perform at maximal intensity.  

Put energy, passion, and creativity into 

your warm-up routine and you will be 

rewarded with fewer injuries and success 

on the field.  Start today with these dy-

namic stretching suggestions. 

Walking Lunges (hip fl exors)

Step forward into a lunge.  Lower down until a stretch is felt in the front of the thigh, while reaching 

the arm up to the sky on the same side.  Keep the knee off the ground, pelvis pushed forward, and 

torso upright.  Bring the lowered leg up and out into the next lunge.  Travel forward, alternating sides.

Here Are Four Dynamic Stretches

For Preventing Soccer Injury:

TIPS FOR DYNAMIC STRETCHING:

•Do a general warm up before     

dynamic stretching.

•Move through the pattern to 

the limit of your range of motion.  

The motion should be smooth 

and controlled.  Do not confuse 

dynamic stretching with ballistic 

stretching (bouncing beyond the 

limits of your range of motion)!

•Repeat the movement pattern 

10-20 times on each side of the 

body.  You may increase the 

speed of the movement as you 

progress through the repetitions.
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Who would be your dream signing for the 

new franchise?

You know what, you have to see who is the hot 

player three years from now.  The one who’s 

hot today is not necessarily who is going to be 

hot a few years down the road.

So no David Beckham?

I wonder where Cristiano Ronaldo will be 

three years from now (laughter).  To answer 

your question, you have to see who is out 

there and who wants to come over to play 

and then you go from there.  You also want to 

keep an affordable ticket price, so you can’t go 

absolutely crazy with overspending. 

Is bringing an MLS team a way to re-capture 

the feelings of joy you experienced in watching 

soccer as a kid in Stanley Park (in Toronto)?

It’s a part of it.  I think that anytime a kid can 

go to a real game and see professionals play, 

especially in a close-up environment where 

you can practically touch them and really see 

how they play, it’s an absolute thrill.  That’s 

what gets you into it.  It’s a memory that you 

will never forget for the rest of your life. 

In order to ensure cmmunity 

involvement, Kickabout asked local 

players what they would like to 

know about Mr. Melnyk’s plans. 

Here are the results:

Will the Stadium have real grass or artificial 

turf?

Absolutely!  The pitch will be grass, soccer 

specific, and up to FIFA standards.  My vision 

for the stadium is to make it state of the art on 

the inside and have it look just like a European 

venue on the outside, with ivy hanging down 

the sides and so forth. 

By the way, Chelsea and Man U just drew one 

all . Who were you cheering for?

Man U (laughter)

Do you have a favorite player?

It’s tough to say. Everybody likes Beckham, 

that’s almost a gimme ; he’s fun to watch, 

a celebrity, and when he touches the ball 

everybody screams.  But I would probably say 

Cristiano Ronaldo.  There’s something about 

his style and I like how he always gives 150% 

when he’s on the field. 

Did you play soccer as a kid?

There was no real organized soccer back then.  

In grade school, we did play with a tennis 

ball.  It’s actually a great way to develop your 

touch.  So I’m pretty good with a tennis ball. 

Are you going to the 2010 World Cup in 

South Africa?

No question about it, it’s going to be a great 

show.  However, I find that the real fun is 

being in a country that is playing in the semis 

or finals.  Even though it’s not live, I like 

being with the local fans.  So I’m going to be 

at the World Cup, just not necessarily in the 

host nation. 

Who do you think will win?

That’s tough. In the beginning, I cheer on 

England, but they always seem to disappoint. 

Spain is playing very well. There are other 

obvious contenders, but I can better tell you 

who won’t win than who I think will win.

Yeah please go ahead…

I’m not going to tell you…I’ll upset somebody 

(laughter).

How will you determine the name of the new 

team and will you get the community involved 

in the selection process?

The answer is yes.  We have to talk to the 

fans; we want to make it their team.  We will 

get the community involved in an interactive 

selection process. 

Price of season tickets?

The average price in the MLS is about $22.  

That’s affordable for anybody.  It’s a beautiful 

day for a family with kids for not a lot of 

money.  That’s what I like about the way the 

MLS is structured.

We would like to give you a bit of feedback … 

kids feel strongly about the look of the pitch 

and hope that you keep it logo free.

I have to take a look at what every other team 

has done.  And to be honest with you, I just 

don’t know.  I don’t know if they put any 

sponsorships on there or if they put a logo on 

there.  And frankly I don’t even know; it may 

be that it’s a league requirement.  I just don’t 

know what the league requirements are.  They 

are specific as to what you can and cannot do.  

It goes to the integrity of the game, the true 

origins; you never had those things.  I just 

don’t know what the deal is as to what you 

can and cannot do. 

Is there anything that you would like to tell 

our readers?

Only that I’m very, very excited that we can do 

this project.  We’re trying to promote sports 

in Ottawa by bringing a world class stadium 

to the city that is the capital of a G8 country.  

I’m looking at this in the long term and what 

we might be able to do with soccer, not just 

through the MLS but by also inviting overseas 

clubs to come over for friendlies.  To see 

local kids go on and become professionals is 

something that would make me very proud. 
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Something’s Missing
-Derek Johnston

-Derek Johnston has been coaching soccer at the club and college levels in the Ottawa area for almost 20 years. He is the 

Mental Training Coach for the Algonquin Thunder Women’s Varsity Soccer Team.

Step 1:  “Relax”
•Take 10 deep breaths.

•Concentrate only on your breathing and 

repeat “relax” as you exhale.

Step 2: “Clear”
•Take 10 more deep breaths.

•Use a mental image – like a strong wind or 

a broom – to clear your head, or “lock” any 

non-soccer thoughts in a place where they 

can’t get out until you let them.

Step 3: “Focus”
•Concentrate on 1 or 2 words that describe 

your very best performances, such as 

“confident”, “aggressive” or “composed.”

•Words become bigger as you inhale, smaller 

as you exhale.

•Repeat each word 5-10 times.

Step 4: “Visualize”
•Using your imagination, “watch” yourself 

playing at your absolute best.

•Live the moment (what does it feel like? 

what do you see and hear?).

Step 5: “Relax”
•Take 10 deep, relaxing breaths

•Concentrate only on your breathing and 

repeat “relax” as you exhale.

Look around the region. Soccer players are enjoying the best development programs 

they’ve ever had. Physical training has advanced by leaps and bounds. Footballers of 

all ages are investing more time than ever on individual skills, and teams are getting 

much more sophisticated with set plays and tactics. 

And yet, there’s still something missing.
Developing strong mental skills is essential for any successful soccer player, yet 

it’s virtually ignored by most local teams. In fact, as players progress this ingredient 

becomes even more indispensable.

In the biggest games, we expect our athletes to perform at their best without giving 

them the mental tools to succeed when it matters the most: to help the striker make a 

relaxed, accurate volley into the net when the adrenaline is coursing through the veins; 

or the defender who can re-focus when a missed touch creates a scoring chance for the 

opposing team.

Taking two or three minutes to get mentally prepared helps players get themselves 

into “the right head space” to make the most of every training session and to perform 

at their best against other teams.

As the local soccer scene continues to evolve and improve, it’s important to recognize 

that being “focused” and “mentally tough” doesn’t happen by accident. 

Like any other soccer skill, it takes lots of practice.

Getting into a positive, focused, and relaxed frame of mind takes practice. Here’s 

a simple, five-step routine player’s can use before each training session and every 

match:

winter 08|09
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Playing soccer at an elite level requires that 

you address your nutritional needs. Someone 

who plays 3 to 5 times per week, plus works 

out in the gym 2-3 times per week certainly 

needs better nutritional FUEL than your av-

erage person. When you want to be stronger 

and faster on the field you must practice and 

train properly. 

Soccer players who want to play at the 

university or professional level yet have poor 

dietary habits are essentially playing in flip 

flops. No wonder they are having a hard time 

reaching their goals. What they require is the 

right TOOLS for the job.

With all of the nutritional knowledge avail-

able athletes are often confused as to the ideal 

meal plan to follow. While I believe that each 

person has unique nutritional needs, the fol-

lowing information will serve as a general 

guide. Let’s look at the three main food cat-

egories and why an elite soccer player must 

obtain the correct amounts of each in the 

proper ratios. 

Protein: 

Next to water, protein is the second most 

plentiful substance in our bodies, making up 

20% of our weight. Muscles, tendons and 

ligaments consist mainly of protein. Each pro-

tein molecule is comprised of smaller units 

called amino acids. There are 20 amino acids 

of which 8 are essential, meaning the body 

cannot manufacture them and can only ob-

tain them through dietary intake. Very active 

people need 1 gram of protein per pound of 

body weight. For example, a150 pound per-

son should eat 150 grams of quality protein 

divided up in 5 meals and snacks throughout 

the day. Extremely active individuals (strenu-

ous exercise 6+ times/week) need up to 1.5 

grams per pound of body weight. This means 

25-30% of dietary intake should be protein. 

The best complete food sources are Meat, 

Poultry, Eggs, Dairy, Fish and Seafood.  

Carbohydrates: 

“Carbs” are the primary energy source for 

one’s body. Just as the automobile runs on 

gasoline the body runs most efficiently on 

carbohydrates. Each carbohydrate molecule 

consists of smaller units called sugars. The 

body functions most efficiently on complex 

rather than refined or “white” carbohydrates. 

Your goal is to eat approximately 1.3 to 1.5 

grams per body weight at each meal and 

snack, which is 40-45% of your diet. The best 

food sources are Whole Grains, Whole Grain 

Breads and Pasta, Beans and Legumes, Veg-

etables and Fruits.

Fats: 

Fats perform many essential functions 

in the body. They are necessary to form the 

structure of all cells and play key roles in their 

metabolic activities.  Furthermore, fat is used 

as an energy “reserve” for the body in times of 

need. Fats and oils, also called lipids, come in 

many forms, shapes and sizes. Saturated, mo-

nounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats are 

some examples. Small molecules called fatty 

acids are the building blocks of all fats and oils 

both in our bodies and foods. There are two 

essential fatty acids (EFA’s): Omega 3 and 

Omega 6. Fats have just over twice as many 

calories per gram as protein or carbohydrates, 

so you don’t need to eat as many to provide 

the same amount of energy. Elite athletes 

require approximately 0.4 to 0.6 grams per 

pound of body weight as this represents about 

30-35% of your diet. A special note on fats: 

all types are beneficial and avoiding them is 

a sure ways to make your performance suffer 

on the field. The best food sources are Deep-

Water Fish (Salmon, Cod, Herring etc.), Non-

Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils (Extra Virgin 

Olive, Extra Virgin Coconut and Flaxseed), 

Nuts and Seeds, Butter. 

Game Day Nutrition Important notes:

It takes 3-4 hours for food to be digested and 

available for energy, therefore you must eat 

your pre-game meal(s) at least this amount 

of time before your game to benefit. If you 

play early in the morning, as often happens at 

tournaments, then your supper the night be-

fore is considered your major pre-game meal 

and you should eat a small, balanced snack 

before the game. After the game eat a larger 

breakfast. In tournament situations, where 

you play multiple games, it is important to 

cycle between larger meals and smaller snacks 

to suite your schedule. Also ensure you drink 

plenty of water throughout the day, I recom-

mend 1 litre per pound of body weight to 

maintain peak performance.

In Summary, a soccer player needs approxi-

mately 40% carbs, 30% protein and 30% fat 

at each meal and snack.  This ensures consist-

ent energy throughout practices/games, and 

speedy recovery after exercise so you are ready 

for the next day. Remember, if you want to 

play soccer at an elite level you must opti-

mize your nutritional intake. It is your choice: 

make your body out of processed junk or high 

quality whole foods. What you eat becomes 

you and that is something to think about the 

next time you’re kicking the ball around!

What You Eat Becomes You

Bruce Bonner MASc. RNCP, 

Nutritional Consultant

Specializing in helping athletes at all 

levels achieve their goals naturally.

Contact info: 

bbonner@backinbalancechiro.ca, 

613-288-2225
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Take Your Best Shot

YOUR LOCAL SOCCER MAGAZINE!SUMMER/FALL 2008
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DETAILS  INSIDE!

-Kevin Farrel

Everyone loves a 

good action photo.  It 

captures a moment 

in time and instantly 

brings back memories 

of a great victory, a 

disappointing loss, or a 

stellar bit of footwork or ball handling.  I have 

been an amateur photographer for twenty-

five years; recently, I started taking photos for 

my son’s competitive soccer team, giving me 

plenty of time on the sidelines to practice my 

action photography.

   Taking a great soccer action photo is a tricky 

endeavour that can be made easier with better 

(and more expensive) equipment.  A digital 

SLR (single lens reflex) with a zoom lens of 

200mm or more will provide you with the 

best opportunities to capture good action 

shots.  However, any digital camera can get 

good results if you follow a few basic rules of 

thumb.

Composition – Fill the frame with your 

subject.  This can be limited by your camera’s 

zoom range, but try to fill the frame of the 

photo with the player you are shooting.  Too 

many players make a soccer action photo busy 

and lacking in detail.

Subject – To capture the emotion of the 

moment, it is best to see the player’s face.  

This is more difficult than it sounds, as a lot 

of young players run with their eyes down 

towards the ball.  To make that special photo, 

it also helps to have the ball in the shot; right 

when the ball and player have contact is 

ideal.

Lighting – Outdoor soccer usually means you 

are relying on natural light.  When possible, 

shoot with the sun behind you.  Otherwise 

the player’s face will be shadowed, giving less 

detail.  A bright day with a thin cloud cover 

is ideal, providing good lighting with very 

few shadows.  If you find yourself with these 

conditions, start shooting.

    Action shots during a game are the most 

difficult to catch.  If your camera is limiting 

your success, try taking shots during practices 

or warm-ups before games, when players are 

in full (and still clean) uniform.  Some of my 

greatest shots have come at half-time (with 

exhausted players walking off the field) or 

after a game has finished, when it is possible 

to get closer to the players.

     Finally, take lots and lots of shots!  The 

great thing about digital photography is that 

you can delete all the poor photos before 

processing and only share the best ones.

Happy shooting!
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Haisha CANTAVE 
F.C. Capital-United

Full Name: Haisha Cantave 

Born: Montreal, Quebec , June 3, 1993 

Position: Striker, left and right wing 

Club: F.C. Capital-United 

Nickname: Sha-sha(that’s what they call me at home) and H (because it’s 

shorter to say)

Favourite club: Spain  and Argentina 

best advice given: You never know who’s watching.  Always give 100% no 

matter what sport you’re playing. 

most embarrassing moment: I was going shopping and I wasn’t looking 

where I was walking.  Then I hit my head on a pole !  I kept on walking 

and laughing.  Now I watch where I walk.

biggest influence: My biggest influences are my uncle and aunt because 

they got me where I am right now with my soccer and everything that I 

do.  Another big influence is my family, who support me with my soccer 

and school.

perfect day: Sunny day, food, friends, family, and soccer. 

if not soccer i would be playing: Track and field 

describe yourself in five words:  Down to earth, fun to be with, honest, 

chill and easy going 

favourite player: Sergio Ramos, Messi, and Kaka 

favourite food\meal\restaurant: I eat everything!  I’m not picky with food. 

in five years look for me: You can look for me still playing soccer, maybe 

on Team Canada, or helping people in Africa. 

favourite song\artists: Aaliyah, Lil Wayne, Bow Wow, Omarion, Usher, 

and Ne-Yo

favourite vedio game: Guitar Hero and Need for Speed 

favourite tv show: Fresh Prince, CSI, Smart Guy, and That’s So Raven 

favourite flick: Blade, Rush Hour 1, and Rush Hour 2 

pet peeves: People who walk slowly in front of me when I go shopping.

if i was superhero id be: Wonder Woman 

if i could date anyone: Bow Wow, Omarion, and Trey Songz 

superstition: Before a game, I have to listen to my music to concentrate. 

strength as a player: Speed, crossing the ball to the other side of the field 

weakness as player: Sometimes I don’t think before I act when I have the 

ball.

best moment: The best moment for me was when I went to the nationals 

with the U16 girls from the provincials and we won the gold medal.

who to cheer for at the Africa 2010: All the African teams 

one thing that nobody knows about me is:  … before doing soccer, I used 

to do gymnastics. 

soccer tip: When you play, always give 100% because you never know 

who’s watching you, so you’ve got to give it your all.  I played with boys 

for the longest time and then I realized that their game is different from 

the girls’ game because the boys are stronger and their game goes faster.  

When I played with the boys, I would always start.  When I got on the 

field, some of the boys on the other team would say, “Wow, it’s a girl.  She 

can’t keep up with us.” So I showed them that I could keep up with them.  

When I play, I always give it my all because I was taught to play my heart 

out and to play the hardest that I can to prove to people that I’m a good 

soccer player. 
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PRESSURE: 
This is to slow the rush of fluid, or 

swelling, into the injury area.  You can use 

a tensor or a taping to wrap the area.

ICE: 
Use an ice bag, some snow, or even a 

bucket of cold water with some ice for 15 

minutes every hour.

ELEVATION: 
Put your foot on a chair.  At night, lift 

your entire mattress with a suitcase or 

something more stable to keep the area 

up above your heart.

REST: 
Rest is important to allow healing.  The 

best thing to do is stop any activity that 

hurts the area.

There are other types of injuries that may 

not look swollen or red, but the pain has 

been around for a long time.  These need 

to be assessed by an Athletic Therapist.  

-Stephen Handel, BSc., Dip SIM, CAT(C)

Sports 

Injury 

Care 1 
0

 1 So you’ve injured yourself, and you don’t know 

what to do next?  “Should I put heat or ice on 

it?  Should I go back in and play, or should I sit 

out and rest?”  

What is the best thing to do?  Great question, 

and not always easy to answer.  First things first, 

you should know what a sports injury is.  If you 

were playing a sport when you got hurt, your 

pain lasted longer than a few minutes, and it 

needed some type of care, then you have a sports 

injury.  Some injuries are more serious and oth-

ers less, but all need some type of treatment to 

make them better.  The question is, “What do 

you do next?”

When an injury has happened, your body goes 

into action to heal the area.  Three stages of heal-

ing will happen, the first within a few minutes.  

Swelling, redness, and pain are signs that your 

body is going to work.  The problem is that your 

body is putting in overtime and will swell more 

than needed, which can slow the healing.  

The best thing to do is use the PIER principle 

(pressure, ice, elevation, and rest).  This is sports 

injury care 101 and is used in the first 24-48 

hours.

Stephen Handel is an Athletic Therapist at the Algonquin Sports Therapy Clinic.

PIER PRINCIPLE
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Raul Decaria was born in 

1944 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He was 

a professional soccer player, defending 

Independiente Soccer Club of Argentina 

as well as the national team. With 

Independiente, he won two times the South 

American champions league (Libertadores 

Cup), in 1964 and 1965 and three Argentine 

Leagues. He also participated in the 

Intercontinental Cup final in 1964 against 

Inter de Milan.  During these years, he 

played against the most well know players, 

including Pele, who was defending Santos 

Club in Brazil at that time. Playing for the 

argentinian national team, he won the Under 

20 South American Youth Cup in 1960 and 

he participated in other tournaments as 

well.

Raul came to Canada at the beginning 

of the seventies and played for Ottawa St. 

Anthony from 1973 to 1980, winning the 

Quebec Soccer League 6 times in this period. 

He was named ‘Soccer Player of the Year’ 

by the Quebec Soccer League in 1976 and 

in Ottawa in 1979.  He coached the St. 

Anthony Soccer Club in Ottawa and also 

Toronto Rockets in Toronto, in 1993.

Nowadays, Raul is sharing all his 

experience and knowledge with kids from 

4 to 11 years old here in Ottawa. (Where?)  

(How many kids?) They practice one hour 

and a half, once a week. He believes that it 

is important to be constant and repeating 

the exercises many times, the results are very 

good and kids improve a lot.  He works with 

Steven (Something about Steven?) (Agregar 

algo con lo que sigue de la nota?)

To understand why it is important 

develope all areas of your feed, take a look at 

this video of Lionel Messi: 

http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=KZnUr8lcqjo) of Lionel Messi

Drill Name: Inside/Outside

Set up: Place at least 7 cones in a line 

approximately 1.5 meters apart. 

Instructions: Controlling the ball 

with only one foot, dribble between 

the cones.  When you get to the end, 

turn around and repeat using the 

opposite foot. 

Coaching Points: Work on keep-

ing your head up.  To make the drill 

more difficult, increase your speed 

or shorten the distance between the 

cones. 

Inside
Outside
Raul Decaria

Ottawa St. Anthony  Italia Soccer Club

Complete players can control the 

ball with all areas of their feet; 
however, I find that most players, especially youth, do 

not develop their outside touch.

“
”

REGISREGISTER NOTER NOWW

221 Westbrook Rd.

417 at Carp Rd.

For more information and to register call
613-831-3121 Ext: 3305 or visit

www.ozmerch.com

Spring League runs from:

Jan 19 - May17 - 15 games

Divisions: Mens Recreational: M1, M2, M3, M4, MensOT

Womens Open: W1, W2A&B, Womens Over30 Div1 or 2

ff or the Spring League!or the Spring League!

-JaneDenis

The Ottawa Royals Soccer Club was started 

in 1966 by a group of employees from NRC.  

The team began competition in the second 

division of the old Ottawa Soccer League.  By 

1970, the team had worked its way into the 

Premier Division, where it remains today. 

From these humble beginnings, the Royals 

have developed into a thriving club offering 

a wide range of programs for all ages, 

recreational and competitive alike.  In 2008, 

almost 2,000 members called the Ottawa 

Royals Soccer Club home.  In total, over 50 

teams competed in the OCSL and ERSL.  

The club’s recreational side includes a youth 

league, an adult co-ed league, and a soccer 

moms recreational league.  The upcoming 

indoor season will see the club enter teams in 

the Coliseum league and the Futsal league.  

In addition, the club will be running winter 

development sessions for players aged 7 

through 16. 

Over the years, the club has earned many 

honours.  Three of the club’s teams have 

captured the Ontario Cup.  In 2000, the 

U15 Boys won the U15 Tier II Ontario 

Cup; in 2004, the Men’s Premier team won 

the Ontario Cup and finished second in 

the National Championships; in 2006, the 

Women’s Premier team won the Ontario 

Cup. 

Several of our teams had an excellent year. 

Most notably, the U18 Boys Premier Team 

won their division, sporting a 14-0-0 record, 

conceding only five goals and scoring 63 on 

their way to a perfect season. Most importantly, 

the U11 Boys and U11 Girls Premier Teams 

will compete at the U12 Regional level in 

2009; while the Women’s Premier Team 

captured the first ever Bob Rathwell Cup. 

Every year, the Royals run two very 

popular youth tournaments.  The Kickin’ in 

the Capital Boy’s tournament is held on the 

second weekend in August, while the Girl’s 

Tournament is held on the second weekend 

in September.  This year 214 teams from 

all over Ontario and Quebec competed in 

the tournaments.  Almost 3,500 players 

enjoyed exceptional competition and first-rate 

refereeing. 

The Ottawa Royals Soccer Club runs a full 

series of coaching clinics in the spring and is 

committed to improving the quality of coaching 

for all the teams.  The club’s coaching staff is 

headed by Fred Juett, Technical Director and 

is joined by four club coaches: Simon Morgan, 

Kyla Clark, John Foulds, and Doug Cathcart.  

All five coaches have extensive playing and/

or coaching experience.  Fred has his Ontario 

Pre B license while Kyla and John both have 

the Goal Keeper Diploma.  These coaches are 

joined by team coaches, many of whom are 

working towards or already have their Pre B 

coaching certification.   

The last forty years have seen the Royals 

grow one hundred-fold from 20 to 2000 

members.  One can only imagine what the 

next forty years will bring. 
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AskTheExperts

Can Ottawa 

successfully sustain 

an MLS franchise?
Frank Lofranco

Technical Director, 

Academy

Ottawa Fury S.C. 

Why not?  Ottawa’s 

MLS bid is seen as being 

exceptionally strong.  The investment 

proposed is visionary and, with Eugene 

Melnyk at the helm, undeniably credible. 

That leaves the question of community and 

corporate support.  Does the Ottawa-Gatineau 

region have the soccer culture - the level of 

passion and interest – to support an MLS 

franchise?  The outside observer may quickly 

answer no.  This is because our soccer culture 

thrives and grows with little “noise,” with 

little fanfare, with little public profile, with 

little national attention, and with little local 

media coverage.  Yet, when the opportunity 

presents itself, as was recently the case with 

the U20 World Championships, this little 

noise delivers an unforgettable roar. 

I can accept that it may take a leap of faith 

for those outside our region to believe in 

MLS in Ottawa.  But it’s not the leap that it 

appears to be and I think the Ottawa Senators 

ownership knows it.  I think we know it too.  

Sanjeev Parmar

CSA Licensed Coach

Director, Parmar Sports 

Training Inc.

I truly believe that 

Ottawa is capable of 

establishing a football 

culture and environment 

that will allow us to flourish as an MLS 

city. In the past several years, we have risen 

to the occasion and supported the various 

international tournaments that have taken 

place in town. We not only sold out Frank 

Clair Stadium during the U20 World Cup 

but celebrated the tournament in style. 

Over the last two years, the fans of Toronto 

FC have shown us that a Canadian city is 

more than capable of supporting an MLS 

franchise with arguably the best game day 

soccer atmosphere in the league and sold out 

crowds. Demographically, our city represents 

three large ethnic groups including the Irish, 

Scottish and Germans and we can cater to 

these cultural groups by bringing in high 

profile players from their respective countries.

 

Garth Gittens

Head Coach

Algonquin Womens Soccer 

Program

I believe that the soccer 

community of the Ottawa 

region would fully support an 

MLS franchise. The success of 

the FIFA U20 tournament and the local fan 

support in 2007 demonstrate that the passion 

for soccer lives strong in Ottawa and fans 

are hungry for more.  The MLS fan base in 

the US continues to grow and the success of 

the Toronto FC model indicates the potential 

for further opportunities in Canada.  With 

over 60,000 registered players in soccer 

leagues across the greater Ottawa region and 

expectations that this number will continue to 

grow, Ottawa has a solid fan base to support 

the MLS.  Under Eugene Melnyk’s leadership 

and direction, the Ottawa Senators are a 

successful model in the NHL.  I believe he 

could be as successful with a MLS franchise.  

His plan for a world class soccer specific 

stadium would bring benefits to the Ottawa 

community beyond being the home for a 

MLS team.  With leadership, a strong fan 

base, and the continued growth and success 

of the MLS, the strong corporate community 

in Ottawa would benefit greatly by aligning 

themselves to the franchise.  Not only could 

Ottawa sustain a MLS franchise, Ottawa has 

the potential to be a leader in the MLS.

Steve Johnson

Head Coach

uOttawa Womens Soccer Program

Yes … and no.  Ottawa can support an MLS 

franchise, but we want more than just that.  

We want a team, but we deserve a major league 

soccer experience.  Toronto has a cozy soccer-

specific downtown stadium that regularly sells 

out and offers fans amazing entertainment 

and a crazy fan-driven atmosphere.  

Ottawa’s bid has some flaws, including the 

location.  However, I think the biggest flaw is 

in the proposed size of the Ottawa stadium.   

A permanent 30,000-seat stadium is too big 

for an MLS franchise; even the LA Galaxy 

doesn’t regularly draw that much.  Most 

MLS franchises draw less than 15,000 fans.  

A half-empty stadium will dampen the fan 

atmosphere that I think is crucial to the long-

term success of the franchise in Ottawa.  If we 

keep the stadium capacity modest (15-20,000 

seats), Ottawa-area soccer enthusiasts could 

realistically dream of a sold-out fan-driven 

atmosphere that would guarantee team long-

term success.

Bill Michalopulos

President, Ottawa South United Soccer

Provincial B license 

Yes, an MLS franchise can be successful in 

Ottawa if these five factors can converge:

1. An experienced, professional,  well operated 

and well financed sports management 

organization to attract and operate the 

franchise;

2. A competitive soccer team managed by 

an experienced and proven soccer coach 

and backed up by competent soccer and 

management experienced back office that can 

complement #1 above;

3. A modern  and attractive soccer specific 

stadium;

4. Aggressive and active support  and 

cooperation by the soccer playing community, 

and 

5. Facilitation, cooperation and support from 

the local political bodies and business

Many of these factors are already present 

and the rest can quickly come together 

with the right leadership.  The Ottawa 

region, through the success of the FIFA U20 

tournament in 2007 and the evidence of 

some 60,000 plus registered soccer players in 

the area has demonstrated that the required 

soccer environment base is present.
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The Inside Game -Scott Sargent

   Like everyone 

else in the room, I 

was ecstatic to listen 

to Eugene Melnyk 

talk about his support 

for soccer in our 

community.  Not that 

many years ago, no 

one would have dared dream of a 30,000-

seat stadium for a professional soccer team in 

our capital, let alone propose one.  Soccer has 

indeed come a long way in a short time.  The 

question we need to ask ourselves as coaches, 

administrators, or just plain fans of our sport is, 

“Are we doing everything we can to build our 

own future professionals?”  While watching 

the post-game reports of Euro 2008, I heard 

Dick Howard state that Canada will not 

progress in soccer without adopting Futsal.  

Yet how many of us actually know about the 

real sport of indoor soccer?

    Futsal is the only FIFA-approved form 

of indoor soccer.  This year, 95 countries 

attempted to make it to the World Cup.  The 

final twenty, including the host Brazil, will 

square off this fall.  While Futsal’s origins are 

in Uruguay, many of the great soccer powers 

embrace this sport.  In Brazil, professional 

leagues thrive and youth play it exclusively 

over outdoor soccer.  Take your pick of 

Brazilian soccer stars and you can trace them 

back to Futsal.  And who else is playing 

Futsal?

•Futsal can be considered the most 

rapidly-growing indoor      sport.  It is   

played by over 30 million people of both 

sexes in at least 100 countries. 

•In Italy, according to the Italian Olympic 

Committee, over four million play Futsal, 

compared to the one million who play 11-

a-side soccer. 

•In Russia, the number of players is 3.5 

million. 

•In Japan, the supply of Futsal facilities 

cannot keep up with demand.  They 

believe it is the best form of soccer for the 

inner city. 

•In Portugal, it is the number one game in 

schools and universities. 

•The USA, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Portugal, 

Belgium, Switzerland, and Russia have 

professional Futsal leagues.

The real question I have is, “Why has 

Futsal not soared in North America?”  It is 

an extremely fast game, with lots of scoring 

and back and forth action.  It has superstars 

such as Falcao (try a YouTube search).  It is as 

if someone decided to mix hockey and soccer 

and play it on a basketball court.  This sport 

is a natural for Canadians.  We have the gyms 

and we have eight months of winter to play it.  

It should be us heading to the World Cup! 

Why is Futsal such a good soccer training 

activity?  With four players and a keeper, you 

get all the benefits of a small-sided game.  

Using touchlines instead of walls, the ball 

must always be at your feet.  Futsal has no 

room for kick and chase.  The ball is specially 

designed to reduce bounce by 30%, ideal for 

gyms and ideal for foot control.  With so few 

players and such a small space, you’ve got to 

be on your toes and have your head up – and 

you’ll get lots and lots of touches.  Keepers 

can expect to get 30 shots a game and they 

can even join the offense!  

Ottawa is a very fortunate community.  

We have one of the oldest Futsal leagues in 

the country, in its 19th year, and the biggest 

league in Ontario.  Last year, over 150 teams 

were registered and we sent eight teams to the 

Ontario Youth Cup.  Our players are from all 

clubs in the city and range from OYSL to house 

league; regardless of skill levels, everyone 

improves.  Details on the Futsal league can be 

found at www.futsalottawa.com.
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Congratulations to the BU11P team, 

the “Swipers” who finished in 1st place 

in the EODSA league and who won the 

ERSL Cup. The Swipers also won 5 out 

of the 6 tournaments they played this 

summer, including the NDG tournament 

in Montreal and the Ambassador Cup 

in Kingston. Their performance in out 

of town tournaments contributed to 

building the OISC’s reputation in the 

region. This impressive team lost only 2 

of a total of 46 games played this season. 

They scored 143 goals and only had 27 

against, confirming them as the strongest 

defensive squad in the region.  Three of 

the players are ranked in the top 10 goal 

scorers of the league!

Some of the Swipers players and coach 

have been together for two- three years 

already.  It is one of several factors that has 

made this team a success.  Other factors 

include: hard work, determination, 

supportive and committed parents, and 

an experienced coaching team. 

The OISC BU11P 2008 Record 

• OISC Icebreaker Tournament 

   (Ottawa), Winner 

• Ambassador Cup (Kingston), 

   Winner 

• OSU Mini-Challenge (Ottawa), 

   Winner 

• NDG Tournament (Montreal), 

   Winner 

• ERSL Cup (Ottawa), Winner 

• EODSA BU11 Premier League, 

   Champion 

• Capital United Mini World Cup, 

   (Ottawa) Runner-Up 

Tournament Tips – From Head Coach 

Cyriaque Meka-Mevoung

Tournaments can be an important 

tool for building a strong team. It gives 

players a chance to play teams outside 

of their league, and opportunities to 

reinforce/consolidate the team spirit as 

players (and parents) spend the better 

part of a weekend together!

TIP 1 - Try picking tournaments ahead 

of the season so that players are aware of 

the dates as they are trying out for the 

team. This allows everyone to prepare, 

to be available for the tournament dates 

and to understand the time commitment 

you expect.

TIP 2 – Pick tournaments strategically 

based on what you are trying to achieve 

with the team. Pick at least one out of town 

tournament so that the team can travel 

together. Pick at least one tournament 

where you know your team will finish 

strong – this builds confidence. Pick one 

tournament where you know teams are 

at a higher level than yours – this forces 

the team to rise to the challenge and 

learn how to play better.  In our case, 

we specifically chose one tournament in 

Quebec where the U11 age already plays 

on a full field. This allowed our team to 

experience what they will be moving to 

the following year. 

TIP 3 – Use the resources in your 

team and club to find tournaments 

that fit your needs. In my case, the 

team managers (thanks Bill and Lisa!) 

were very proactive in researching and 

suggesting tournaments. Other coaches, 

websites, and your club management 

may also be valuable resources.

TIP 4 – Deciding on the number of 

tournaments you should play depends on 

the level (recreation, Division I, Premier 

or Regional) of your team. Elite teams 

should normally be exposed to different 

type of challenges and to a minimum 

of 18 to 30 additional games beside the 

regular league games.

The Kanata Lightning girls U11P team proudly pose after ‘stealing’ 

the ER cup from the OSU force team winning in a shoot out. Further to 

their accomplishment, the Kanata Lightning premiere team also were the 

ERSL league champions, with no loss during this season. Well done for the 

double! Many thanks to the coaches and parents.

OISC
BU11P Swipers Team Finishes 

Season on Top!!

Team Kudos
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TeamKudos

Full Name: Matthew Joseph D’Angelo

Born: Ottawa, Ontario, September 12, 1985  

Position: Striker 

Club: Carleton Ravens Men’s Soccer Team

Nickname: Picchu. My Italian cousin couldn’t pronounce the 

two t’s in my name, so when my friends heard me called Machu I 

became Machu Picchu. 

Favourite Club: AC Milan 

Best Advice Given: You will not become a good striker unless 

you can strike with both feet. 

Most Embarrassing Moment: Having my chair flipped over by 

Minnie Mouse when I was 12 and being kissed by her in front of 

the whole restaurant. 

Biggest Influence: Allen Brown

Perfect Day: Eating lemon gelato on a gondola in the Grand 

Canal, Venice. 

If not soccer I would be playing: Hockey

Describe yourself in five words: A son, A brother, A friend, A 

teammate, A leader

Favourite Player: Francesco Totti

Favourite food/meal/restaurant: Italian, My grandma’s lasagna, 

The New Dubrovnik

In five years look for me: Teaching high school kids and coaching 

either soccer or hockey. 

Favourite song/artists: Viva la Vida by Coldplay, Anything dance 

or techno. 

Favourite TV shows: Entourage, Arrested Development, 

Simpsons, Seinfeld, Hockey Night in Canada

Favourite flicks: Troy, Gladiator, Blood Diamond

Pet Peeves: When people don’t pick up after themselves.

If I were a Superhero I’d be: Mr. Incredible 

If you could date anyone: Jennifer Love Hewitt

Superstitions: I always strap my shinguards before the referee 

begins the game.

- White Diadora boots are for game day, Red Diadora boots are 

for practice. 

Strengths as a player: Turning defenders in a 1 v 1 situation and 

being in the right places at the right times. It’s all about timing 

for a striker.

Weaknesses as a player: 1v1 defending 

Best Moment(s): Scoring the winning goal against Brampton 

S.C. in the Ontario Cup Final 2002 & Representing Canada while 

playing against Italy in the World University Games 2007

Who to cheer for at Africa 2010: Italy

One thing that nobody knows about me is: Mr. Peanut is my best 

friend. 

Soccer Tip: For all you strikers out there, make sure you can 

strike a ball with both feet – you will be much more dangerous 

when attacking the net. 

“ You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take” – Wayne Gretzky 

Matthew Joseph

D’Angelo
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PlayerTips

Fancy 
Footwork

To help with my ball control, footwork, and 

fast feet, I do three simple drills.  The first 

one is “toe taps.”  While standing behind a 

stationary ball, tap the top of the ball with the 

bottom of your toes, alternating feet, until you 

get into a rhythm.  Once you do, try to look 

in front of you, not at the ball.  To challenge 

yourself further, move backward and forward, 

bringing the ball with you.  Again, your goal 

should be to look ahead of you rather than at 

your feet and the ball. 

The second move is called “foundation.”  

Pass the ball between your feet with soft, light 

touches.  Get comfortable with a rhythm.  

Once you do, try to look in front of you, 

not at the ball.  Once you’ve mastered that, 

move forward and backward while doing the 

foundation.  Always try to keep your head up.

The last move that helps me with my 

footwork is called the “V.”  In this drill, you 

tap the ball forward and then pull it back with 

the sole of the same foot, then lightly push the 

ball to the other foot and tap the ball forward 

with the instep of that foot.  Keep repeating 

this movement and work towards doing the 

move with your head up.  

These drills are effective because they build 

your confidence and help you gradually learn 

the skills that will make you successful in a 

game: keeping your head up, touches, ball 

control, and more.

Becky, Algonquin Thunders

Juggling a soccer ball is definitely a 

skill and practice is the only way to get 

better.  At first it will probably be very 

frustrating, and keeping the ball up may 

seem impossible.  However, juggling is 

unquestionably one of the main skills 

that will improve your game.  Juggling 

helps you gain ball control; it gives you 

a good feel for the ball and enables you 

to have a better first touch on the ball.  

It also improves your ability to strike 

on the volley.  The better you become at 

juggling, the more ball control you will 

have.

One way to remain positive while 

learning to juggle is to set realistic goals.  

For example, don’t expect to juggle the 

ball 100 times in a row on your first 

attempt.  A more realistic approach 

would be to aim for 10. 

When juggling, be sure to use both feet 

and as many other parts of your body as 

possible.  Using your right foot every 

time won’t help if the ball is coming to 

your left foot in a game.  Once you reach 

the goal you set, increase the number of 

juggles and try adding other skills, such 

as stalling the ball on your foot. 

It isn’t always about how often you 

juggle the ball; you may just aim to be 

in complete control and make the ball 

do what you want.  Challenge your 

teammates and turn juggling into a game 

to improve your skills as well as theirs.  

Remember, juggling is a challenge – and 

one of the most rewarding skills you can 

master.

Juggling Isn’t Just for Clowns
Tamara, Algonquin Thunders
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1st Trick

This is a diffi cult trick to master, so don’t get frustrated; it will come in time. Concentrate on the ball and your technique, 

and before you know it you’ll be impressing your mates with this very stylish trick. 

1) This is the most important part; with your non-kicking foot, roll the ball up your opposite foot with suffi cient pace 

for it to continue traveling up to your knee’s height.   

2) In the same motion, bring your non kicking leg around the ball, clockwise, before the ball drops.

3) Your foot should have done one revolution around the ball (a similar trick is know as ‘around the world’) now 

enabling you to continue juggling.

2nd Trick

Forget bending over to pickup the ball, or the played-out one footed roll everyone does, be creative!! Pinching the ball 

together is a simple, effective move to get the ball in the air yet it can also be used in a game to dodge a tackle, or pop up 

a self-volley.

1) Place the ball between your feet. Now at the SAME time pinch your two feet together. If this is done correctly, 

the ball should pop straight up and allow you to do as you please.

My interest in freestyle soccer was sparked by Edgar Davids. 

His skill and creativity were just unreal; I wanted to be just like him. 

I would practice in my driveway until nightfall and then, when I could no longer see, 

I would continue in the garage.

“
” -Nathan Proulx 
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It Takes All Kinds
NathanProulx

-Nathan Proulx

Soccer is widely recognized for its 

beauty and simplicity; all you really 

need is a ball.  In the majority of the 

world, where soccer is the national sport 

and financial resources are limited, balls 

are far from what we are accustomed 

to here in Canada; they are made of old 

clothes, paper, woven plastic bags, socks 

– any material kids can get their hands 

on.  Not everyone is as blessed or as priv-

ileged as we are.  But what is a proper 

soccer ball?

  Technology today has enabled rapid 

improvements in ball performance.  As 

we saw this past summer at the Euro 2008 

tournament, the adidas Europass Match-

ball is a perfect example.  With its ultra 

light design, dimpled texture, reduced 

paneling, and efficient bladder, it was 

a groundbreaking look at the future of 

matchballs.  Yet was it truly beneficial, 

and to whom?  Many of the goalkeep-

ers at the tournament complained of its 

unpredictability and swerve.  Breaking 

away from the conventional 32-panelled 

ball to the more aerodynamic ball created 

controversy, yet it has been lab proven to 

produce better results.  (I don’t mean 

scorelines!)

  There are several characteristics to 

take into consideration when purchas-

ing a new soccer ball.  Whether for park 

kick-abouts or Sunday league, choosing 

a ball suited to your purpose is import-

ant.  First, you’ll need to get the right 

size.  Officially, size 5 is the one used 

in all competitions from U12 upwards.  

Anything smaller is specifically for 

smaller feet and pitches.  Size 1 is usually 

just for promotional balls; however, it is 

great for developing foot skills.  If you 

can do keepy-ups with a mini-ball, your 

groundskills and juggling will improve 

noticeably with a regular ball.  Many 

Brazilian internationals are rumoured to 

train with tennis balls as kids! 

   Make sure the ball you select is appro-

priate for the surface you’re using it on.  

Indoor or futsal balls will not play to 

their potential outdoors, and vice versa.  

So whether you’re in the backyard or 

training on turf, choosing a ball suited 

to the terrain will ensure both longevity 

and durability. 

   The stitching in a ball is very import-

ant because it is usually the first part to 

fail.  Don’t use a ball with rips and tears; 

heading a ball with a split seam can 

result in injury.  Stitching is what makes 

a better quality ball and price is gener-

ally a reflection of the quality.

   Basic balls usually do the trick ($20-

$40); however, avoid over-padded balls, 

which are dangerous because of their 

tendency to rip or split.  Brands gener-

ally do not matter, as they all offer a wide 

variety in quality.  

“And remember, at 

the end of day it your 

skill that counts!”
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DomOlivery

Dominic Oliveri
Holder of an Ontario 

B License. In 2008, 

Dom was the Assistant 

Coach for the Ottawa 

Fury’s W-League. 

Head coach  Ottawa 

Fury U16.  

  I am frequently asked, “What kind of drills 

do you do during training sessions with the 

Ottawa Fury W-League team?”  The answer 

may surprise you; even though we are dealing 

with world class players, we generally do the 

same activities as everyone else.  However, the 

difference is in the method of delivery.  Here 

are a few key characteristics that I think are 

essential to delivering a good training ses-

sion.

•Preparation for each session – There is 

no detail too small for a coach to organize.  

Before the session, it may be helpful to plan 

the layout of the field, groups of players that 

will be working together, and teams. 

•Professional Attitude – Even though you 

are dealing with youth players, it is import-

ant that you employ a professional approach 

to the game and your team.  Professionalism 

as a coach is one of the first steps to credibility 

with your players. 

•Atmosphere – It is imperative that we as 

coaches create a safe environment for players 

to learn, fail, and achieve.  If players feel com-

fortable in their environment, it will allow 

them to conquer their fear of failure.  Play-

ers often choose the safest option available to 

them to avoid being corrected by the coach. 

However, until players understand that risk 

is a part of the game and that failure is a 

certainty in a 90 minute match or training 

session, your team will never reach its full 

potential.

•Communication – It is important for 

coaches to communicate their expectations in 

a clear and concise manner.  Use descriptive 

language and show passion when talking to 

players.  Find appropriate moments through-

out the session to deliver quick (30 seconds 

max) coaching points. I find that players 

relate better to these moments when faced 

with a practical application to the problem, 

so get the session moving again by allowing 

them to implement what has been discussed 

within a game environment. 

•Theory – It is impossible for players to 

rehearse all the possible situations that they 

may encounter, and they will rarely face the 

exact same situation during a game or train-

ing session.  Therefore, it is important to allow 

players to interpret and adjust the coaching 

points to any situation that they may encoun-

ter.  

•Standards of Play – As coaches, it is our 

responsibility to set an achievable standard 

for our players and to correct them until they 

attain it.  We are simply letting our players 

down by accepting play that is below their 

capabilities. 

  As youth coaches, we must provide our play-

ers with the opportunity to grow and develop 

to their potential.  This may seem like an 

overwhelming task; by adopting these char-

acteristics, you too can deliver a world class 

training session. 

Deliver a World Class Training Session
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From the Streets
Entertaining for the spectator, challenging for the athlete, freestyle soccer is a fantastic way to improve touch 

and agility as it combines balance with fl exibility and focus. Not to mention its loads of fun!

FREESTYLE SOCCER  -Nathan Proulx 
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